
The Prophetic 1335 Day Timeline of Daniel 12

[music] [music] [music]

We're going to look at the blue last presentation, the blue line on our chart and we're going to look at the 1335
Days and I'll read about it right here in scripture. We'll look at Daniel 12. We'll open our Bibles to Daniel 12 and
we'll read verse 12.

Now this is the one that's of hope and cheer and blessing to God's people. So let's enjoy it-- It's number five of the
presentations and it has - this is what it says in the scripture. "Blessed is he that waits and comes to the thousand
three hundred five and thirty days." So you see this begins with a blessing. It says blessed is he that waits.

This is a very simple statement and we're going to look at it in quite some detail to see what kind of blessing is
there for God's people. Alright, now before as we have opened the Bible we're going to bow our heads in prayer
and ask God to be with us that we might have the full blessing that we may understand everything that is
presented here.

Heavenly Father, we thank you for this beautiful word. We thank you for the three timelines. We know that they
are bad news, that the first two timelines that we have looked at were not good news, that they were of a
persecution and a persecutors reign, but we do need to know these things. That they are coming and it's like going
into a dark room needing to turn on the light to know what's there. If there's danger there we need to know.

So we thank you Lord for giving us this information. And then also we thank you for the encouraging words with
which this prophesy ends of the 1335 and so thank you Dear Father for everything and may our lives be blessed
by it. In Jesus name we pray Amen. Well you know we've said this time after time that timelines begin with three
things. There is a speaking voice which becomes a decree. A speaking voice of a nation is its legislative and
judicial action. And so there's a decree and then there is the fulfilled prophesy.

So we're going to look for that to begin our 1335 day time line. Now there in the Book of Daniel we're going to
have to find these speaking voices and decrees over in the Book of Revelation because Daniel is the basic
prophesy and Revelation is a fuller explanation of that prophecy.

So we're going to have to look to Daniel to find the verses that tell us about the decrees about the legislative
action and then we'll have to investigate what they are. ...Now first of all we're going to look at Revelation 13:11.
Now that's a prophecy that will be fulfilled in the future. And this is what it says. I'm going to read right here. And
I beheld another beast - now in the first ten verses it's talking about a beast that has seven heads and ten horns and
that all has meaning but we can't go into it right now. But after it gets through with those first ten verses
describing that first beast then in verse 11 that we're looking at now it says that there was another beast. That is a
different beast coming up out of the earth.

Well now the first beast comes up out of the sea, out of the turmoil and you know, the waves of the sea and the
tides of the sea are always keeping the waters moving? Well so it is with the nation's of the world. There's the rise
and fall of empires. It's like the waves of a sea. And so that refers to the old world of Europe and Asia where for
centuries the rise and fall of empires has been going on. But it says here now that there was another beast it does
not come up out of the sea but it comes up out of the earth a relatively peaceful and quiet area alright it's not out
of the upheavals of the old world, of Eurasia but it's from a peaceful territory, North America. The New World.

So we're looking here at a different country, a different empire rising. And it says that this other beast he had two
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horns like a lamb. Now horns represent powers. If you have ever been around animals you know that the animal
with the biggest horns is the one that always gets to the water tank and drinks first and the rest of them have to
stand around and wait until that cow or that animal is done. And so this new beast, this beast of the new world has
two horns. And that's two powers. That's interesting that his government has two powers. We have in this country,
freedom of religion and freedom of politics. We have a right to have freedom to say and choose and to do and to
be what we want to be. And it has made this country great. It's made this country to be a refuge to people from all
over the world. We have neither a Pope nor a King. We have a government of the people, and by the people, and
for the people.

So he had two horns like a lamb. Now the lamb throughout the Book of Revelation represents Jesus. And Jesus
represents a democratic freedom that gives people freedom to choose to be what they want to be. And to be as
much as they can be and be more abundantly.

So, this symbolic horns represents governmental powers protestantism it's not Catholicism that has traditions and
tells people what to do and is a persecutor. No. It's been a country of freedom. This is really referring to the
United States of America. Freedom of religion and political freedom has made this country great. Then it says and
suddenly the character of this country will change. It's amazing that starts out like a lamb. Freedom doesn't hurt
anyone. Little lambs horns never hurt anyone. But suddenly the character it says here will change and the country.
It says and he spoke there's your speaking voice this is the beginning of a timeline he spoke like a dragon. Now a
dragon throughout the scripture, at least in Revelation 12 it says..let's look at Revelation 12. I think we need to
look and see who this dragon is. I'm going to look at 12:9.

There it says, "a nd the great dragon that old serpent called the Devil and Satan which deceives the whole world
he was cast to the earth and his angels were cast out with him. So we know who the dragon is. The Bible is it's
own interpreter. It always tells you what its symbols represent. So it says that he spoke this legislative action. And
it says he becomes a persecutor. He spoke like a dragon. The Satan is always the one behind persecution and
persecutors. The first two timelines that we looked at had to do with persecution and persecutors. Now it says that
this country finally it's character will change and we see that there are changes taking place.

We have what's called a Bill of Rights and we have always been happy with that but if there should be chaos and
if there should be some terrible disasters, either man made or natural disasters, there are executive orders that
would take away our Bill of Rights, take over the transportation, everything that we have that we own and that we
have to do with and so at some future time this will be a fulfilled prophesy That will begin the timeline. United
States will speak or legislate legislate a decree that will end up with persecution and that is a the decree is the or
the speaking of a nation is the action of its legislative or law making body.

So right now we have the Christian churches together, the ZZT and one of their objectives, in fact it's objective
number seven, that objective is that there shall be a national Sunday law. Now we have what we call blue laws in
many states where many of the states have had Sunday laws where you have to close your store on Sunday if you
sell this or that or certain things you cannot do on Sunday. We had a gentleman in New York City that was doing
some printing work and the police came in and they said you know you can't do that on this Sunday and he had to
go before the court. And so this is something that will happen in our country and it's given to us as a signal, as a
sign, so that we will know where to go and what to do because in case of disasters we need to be in safe places
and so God has given us this wonderful sign or signal so that we'll know where to go and what to do. And I'll
explain that further.

So now let's look at the chart and look at the bottom of the chart. Look at the blue line here of the 1335 days.
These are literal days and it starts with Revelation 13:11 a prophecy that will be fulfilled and the speaking voice
he spake as a dragon and that is a decree. A legislative decree. And then there are the letters NSL. N stands for
National. Now there have been state laws but never a National law. We've never had a national law yet that has
anything to do with religion or controls any of the choices that we make regarding religion. But this is a national S
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stands for Sunday and L for Legislation or law. National Sunday Law in the USA. Now under that you'll notice it
says 60 days.

Well this is very interesting because if you look at these time lines you find that they all tie together. They're all
fastened together. And so as you look at the top line, there is 1260 plus 15 which makes it 1275. Then you also
have 1290 days but if you take the 1275 and subtract it from 1335 you get a 60 day difference. Let's do it just real
quickly in our heads. 1335 take away 1275 and you get a difference of 60 days. So there will be we can see that
there will be a 60 day interval between the passing of a national Sunday law in the United States and the passing
of a Universal Sunday Law that will have to do with all the nations of the world. All right.

So the world is ready for an international Sunday law because all the shops are closed everywhere anyway on
Sunday and the people go to churches and they use this as a recreation day. So now you say well why is this
national Sunday law important enough that it would be mentioned in scripture in Revelation 13. Why is it so
important? Well I'm going to mention some of the reasons why it is important. It's the first signal that we have
that we are entering into what is called a final crisis. A chaotic condition of society. And it will become a
controversy because the law of God says that maybe we should go back to Exodus 20:8.

Now this is a Ten Commandment law. This is the sacred law of God. It says remember the sabbath day, to keep it
holy. Six days shalt though labor and do all thy work but the seventh day is the sabbath of the Lord thy God. In
that thou shalt not do any work. Then it says why? It tells you why you should keep it as a holy day. Because in
six days the Lord made the Heaven and Earth and Sea and all that in them is and rested the seventh day wherefore
the Lord blessed the sabbath day and hallowed it. All right, this verse was hiding from me but nevertheless it's
right here and it is mentioned time after time in scripture. And therefore those people who want to go by scripture
and by God's will, they do not want to keep any other day than the seventh day. But the people power has changed
the day from the seventh to the first day of the week. And it is there mark of authority.

And therefore it will become a final test or a great test to God's people whether they are going to worship the laws
of man or whether they will worship the laws of Jehovah God. And then this will become the ceiling work. And I
should really explain that. But there comes a time in life when you make decisions as to what you're going to and
what you're going to be and so this will have a lot to do with the decisions that are made and whatever the
decisions are they will either be that we will worship God or we will worship the laws of men. And then there is
the latter reign of the Holy Spirit that comes down and blesses God's people and carries them through the crisis of
all the latter times.

And this is a chain of events that will be rapid and they will be fulfilled very quickly in less than four years as it
shows here on the chart. Now, let me read something to you that will be helpful. It says let us read and study the
twelth chapter of Daniel because it is a warning that we will need to understand before the time of the end. I'm
reading that it was written in 1903. And then I'm going to read something more and this is regarding a Sunday law
that is yet to be passed. It says as the siege of Jerusalem by the Roman armies was a signal for national and flight
of the Judean Christians so the assumption of power on the part of our nation and the decree enforcing the papal
sabbath will be a warning to us. Now a warning to do what? It will then be time to leave the large cities.

Now you say well why do you need to leave the large cities? Well in case of national or man made natural or man
made disaster the cities will be quarantined in case of diseases or other problems and it's not easy to get out of a
large city these days; the traffic, the roads are crowded and it was like it was when there was looting in California
in one of the cities there. They found that they couldn't get gasoline at the stations because they were closed
because people were making bombs with the gasoline. And so we're warned. This is a warning that has been given
to God's people and it says that this is just like it was back when Jesus warned the people to leave Jerusalem
because he saw that the city would be besieged. And in 70 A.D. the city of Jerusalem would fall.

So he said there's a signal that will come and alert you to know when to get out that will preserve your life. So this
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is an important thing that has been given to us. And it says further it is at the time of a national Sunday law when
acting on the undefined undefined On the side of the man of sin it was then that the measure of guilt will be full
and it is the signal for national ruin. Now today we have an enormous debt that has accumulated it costs I've heard
various figures about the cost of the war in Afghanistan and in Iraq and we are going deeper and deeper into debt
and as it is in any personal financial situation so it is also in a national financial situation.

There comes a day when your creditors no longer will give you credit and that is what we call national ruin. And
we'll see from other texts how that will be finally handled. But that's a signal for us if there's national ruin the
transportation and the imports and many of the things that we enjoy in life will no longer be on the shelves that
we can buy. So we'll need to be out of the cities at that time. So God is giving his people wonderful counsel so
they can know when to leave the cities. Today is a time for us to work and life as usual. That's fine but when we
see legislation of a religious law we'll know that that is time for us to leave the large cities.

Now, there's a problem you see. In our government we have what is known as separation of church and state.
That's not actually stated that way in the constitution but we do have the first amendment that says that congress
shall make no laws that prohibit religion or that prohibit the enforcement of it or make no laws regarding religion.

So that is to prevent persecution. You see the founders of our constitution had come out of Europe where there
had been much persecution for over 1,000 years. And when the papacy was in control there, they were often
tortured and throw into prison and perhaps as much as 50 million gave their lives in protest over the 1,260 years.
And so we have ominous things that are portant of the future. And so in Daniel 12:12 it says however, blessed is
he that waiteth.

So we're saying well waiting, what do God's people do during this whole long 1,335 days? Well they wait it out.
Let me read from Isaiah 25:8. It says it shall be said in that day Lo, this is our God. We have waited for him and
he will save us. This is the Lord and we have waited for him. Now how long is this 1335 day wait? Well if you
think of 365 days in a year and divide that 1335 by 365 you get three years and 240 days. And you divide that 240
days into months of 30 days in each month and that will give you about eight months.

So you have three years and eight months that God's people will wait it out. ...Now you say well what are they
waiting for? We need to come to the end of this prophecy to see what they are waiting for. They will wait all the
time of the 1,260 year persecution. They'll wait all through the seven last plagues. They'll go through the 15 days
of the reign of kings but at the end of that timeline they will be saved from their enemies. Now I'm going to talk to
you a little bit about why they're looking for deliverance at the end of this 1335. Why are they wait and they're
waiting all during this time? What is the deliverance from? From what are they wanting to be delivered?
Persecution does not seem possible now not in this land of freedom and liberty.

But when there is religious legislature pushed by religious fanatics strange things emerge. And this is what one
insightful author has described as a future scenario As the sabbath becomes a special point of controversy
throughout christiandom, religious and secular authorities combined when forced the observance of Sunday a
persistent refusal by a small minority to yield to popular demand will make them objects of universal hatred. It
will be argued that the few who stand in opposition to an institution of the church and the law of the state aught
not to be tolerated. You see kings have a problem. They are expected to keep law and order. And if there is a
group of people who are not listening to the law of the state, the legislation law, and they have not listened to the
church then what are you going to do with these people? Because if they can get away with that then what about
all those who want to commit other crimes? It would cause lawlessness and crime to develop.

So this is a problem for the kings. Then it will be argued that the few who stand in opposition to the institution of
the church and the law of the state aught not to be tolerated. It is better for them to suffer than for whole nations to
be thrown into confusion and lawlessness. The same argument 1800 years ago was brought against Christ by the
rulers of the people. Kaiv is the high priest set at that trial. It is expedient for us that one man should die for the
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people, that the whole nation perish not. That's John 11:50. This argument will appear conclusive so that a decree
will finally be issued against those who hallow the true sabbath of the fourth commandment denouncing them as
if serving a death penalty giving liberty to the people after a certain time to put them to death. Romanism in the
old world and apostate Protestantism in the new will pursue a similar course to those who honor the divine
presets.

That's almost impossible for us to recognize these facts as they're given. Nevertheless we don't know what the
future will bring and the Bible is a true and accurate predictor of that which will come. And as these 1335 days
come to a close they'll face a death decree. [silence] Now where is that death decree in scripture? Well we're
going to have to look at Revelation 13 verse 15 and we'll find it there.

So where that is at the end of the chart over here, and it says in verse 13:15 he had power to give life to the image
of the beast. Now after national ruin the United States will need help. And it says that the beast or the papacy will
give power back and give life back to the United States. Well, all right, that's good but there are usually strings
attached to financial situations and it says that the image of the beast, the United States, should both speak or
legislate and cause or enforce that as many as would not worship should be killed. Now that is in Revelation
13:15 and it's a very plain statement. That apparently is yet in the future to be fulfilled.

So it ends with a legislative action. It ends with a decree, a fulfillment of Revelation 13:15. And so this is this is
where we come to the end of the prophecy, where they as you saw up here in the 1260. That was the situation that
is occurring right here where they come to the time of the kings of the earth coming together with what they call
the beast and legislating the death decree but there's a certain time of 15 days until it will be reached its effective
date as we studied that before. ...

So we say to ourselves well then what happens to deliver God's people? Well there is there are several things I
will read for you here. This is from the great controversy page 661. A decree will finally be issued giving the
people liberty after a certain time to put them to death. And as the appointed time in the decree draws near it will
be determined to strike in one night a decisive blow. Now I have to ask a question right here. When a decree is
legislated, can it be put into effect that same hour or that same day? No. Because there has to be time for people to
hear about it and to make ready to what is necessary to be done according to the decree.

So as it says here that this is a certain time that would be that one hour or the 15 days until it would go into effect
and then it says also something about midnight. Not only would it go into effect at night but it would into effect at
midnight. You see, that's the time when laws go into effect. But it says in the Bible that it is at midnight that God
manifests his power for the deliverance of his people just as it's to go into effect, God speaks his voice from
Heaven. And it says like the sound of many waters, this voice says it is done. That's Revelation 16 verse 17. It
says the seventh angel poured out his vial into the air and there was a voice from the temple of Heaven and it is
the voice of God saying it is done. ...You remember when Jesus was on the cross that he finally said it is finished?

That is his work of testing and trial and ministry and everything that had to do with his persecution was finished.
By the time he died it was all over and done with. And so it is with God's people. When God speaks the word
from Heaven he says that all their testing and trial and their persecution and all the troubles they have had are all
finished. He says it is done. And why is this information given to us? The prophetic periods are timelines of
Daniel extending to the very eve of the second coming. Through a flood of light on events then to transpire.

So we're looking at events in these timelines. We're not looking at the day and hour for Jesus to come. You see,
our business is to know where we are in the stream of time. God's business has to do with things that are going on
in Heaven. And so we do not know the day and the hour for Jesus to come. In Matthew 24 it tells us very plainly
that no man will make known the day and the hour of the second coming of Jesus. But it also says that we may
know when it is near even at the door.
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So these events tell us when it is near. And so these timelines as we have here, they give us information of events
that will occur. Legislation action and various things that will happen that will tell us exactly where we are in the
stream of time and how near we are to the second coming of Jesus. ..Now I'm going to ask another question. To
whom were these timelines given? I'm going to read from Daniel 12:10. It says none of the wicked shall
understand undefined understand. In other words undefined undefined they're referring to, but it says the wise, the
people who have made it a study and who want to know and that God would give them information, they will
understand.

So we should be able to understand these timelines now. Now under which one of these plagues that are supposed
to come at the end of the world will this battle of Armageddon occur? When the voice of God will be heard from
Heaven. Well it says in Revelations 16:17 that the seventh angel or the seventh plague angel poured out his vial
and there came a great voice from Heaven saying it is done. The sixth angel just gathers the kings of the earth
together. It's just a gathering action that's mentioned and then the trumpets and then the plagues and it says that
they are spirits of devils working with the kings of the earth to gather them together to make the decree against
God's people.

When the protection of human laws is withdrawn from those who honor the law of God there will be in different
lands a movement for their destruction. As the time appointed in the decree draws near the people will conspire to
rule out the hated sect, will be determined to strike in one night a decisive blow that will utterly silence the voice
of dissent and reprove. Now let me explain what's behind all of this. Satan has always wanted to be worshipped as
God. In Heaven when he was there he challenged the rulership of God and he went about among the angels and a
third of the angels followed him because they apparently were of the same spirit that he was of.

And he has-- he was cast out of Heaven as we just read and he came to this earth. And here he has been trying
millennium after millennium to get every individual to worship him. That is the one thing that he wants beyond
all other things. To have universal worship without any descent or any reprove and so when it comes to the very
end of time, he is determined by legislative action of the kings of the earth and of the governments of the earth to
force all to worship him. And so this is what we're - we find is behind all of this movement. It is Satan and his
controversy with Jesus Christ and with God himself. And so it is that these nations and these actions that are done
against God's people will be an effort to exterminate God's people, those who worship the true God to put them
out of existence so that Satan can be universally worshipped.

Now that is really behind the whole situation. ...Then I'll read to you. In the hour of utmost extremity, that is when
God's people think they are surrounded and their lives are surely to be taken that the God of Israel will work for
the deliverance of his chosen people. The Lord says you will have a song and gladness of heart. It said midnight
that God manifests his power to deliver his people and in the midst of the Heavens comes forth the voice of God
like the sound of many waters saying it is done. Revelation 16:17. What is done? All persecution. All trouble.

All the difficulties of life will be finished. And the laborers and the work that God's people have tried to do that
will all be finished. All be done. And so there is a blessed that they're waiting for. Now what is the blessing?
...The voice of God is heard from Heaven declaring the day and hour of Jesus coming and delivering the
everlasting covenant. And it says when this blessing is pronounced upon them there is a might shout of victory.

So the voice of God declares the day and hour of the coming of Jesus. Delivers his people from a death decree and
he gives them an everlasting covenant which is the blessing that is promised. It says blessed are they that wait the
1335 days. Now what is this blessing? Well it's like the reading of a will. You say well when a rich uncle dies
everyone goes to hear the reading of the will because they all want to know what they're going to get.

Well so it is in this blessing that in the voice of God there is this blessing that tells them what they're going to get
and now you think about what you're going to get. This why this timeline is such a beauty and a blessing to God's
people. It tells them at the end the good news here is what they're going to get. God's people will get eternal life,
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and eternal youth. They'll be like 18 years old as long as through eternity lasts. They'll never get elderly or old or
have any of the effect of aging. They'll get a new body. That is marvelous. We're told that the new body will be
incorruptable. That is it will not be able to be touched by illness or sickness and it will be immortal. It will not be
subject to death. It will just live on and on and on.

One thing that people fear greatly is the idea of dying. They look at the end of life as a terrible disaster. Really it
is a rest that God gives to his faithful people to wait until Jesus comes to receive these things or at the voice of
God to receive them. But it says also that we will get a clear, intelligent mind. Nothing will be too difficult for us
to figure out and to work with. Then we get some kind of practical things. Jesus said I go to prepare a place for
you. In my father's house are many mansions and if it were not so I would have told you.

So you see, he says that we are going to have a mansion. A beautiful home in the Holy City. So we'll have a city
home and then we will also have a place in the country where we will plant vineyards and we will do. We will
have a lovely home there. We're going to have space travel. We'll have wings so that we can go to follow Jesus
wherever he is. The creator of the universe will see the different places all over the universe that he has made and
see his handiwork everywhere. We'll also have a trip to Heaven because Jesus said I am going to go to Heaven
and I'm going to come for you that where I am there you may be also.

So he's going to take us back to Heaven. Now in the book of Thessalonians it describes this journey that we're
going to take. I'm going to look at Thessalonians 1 [silence] [silence] [silence] and I'm going to read there
Thessalonians [silence] [silence] I'm having trouble with my Bible today it doesn't - here we are. Thessalonians
verse 4 Chapter 4 This is Paul who spoke here he says but I would not have you ignorant brethren concerning
them which are asleep or those which died that you do not sorry even like others who have no hope.

For if we believe that Jesus died and rose again even so also them which sleep in Jesus God will bring with him.
In other words he is going to bring them up from the grave. For this we say unto you by the word of the Lord that
we which are alive and remain to the coming of the Lord will not go up to Heaven before those which have been
asleep in death. For the Lord himself shall descend from Heaven with a shout and the voice of the archangel and
the trumpet of God and the dead in Christ shall rise first. Then we which are alive and remains shall be caught up
together with them in the clouds and meet the Lord in the air and so shall we ever be with the Lord.

Comfort one another with these words. So there is going to be space travel. We're going to rise up whether one
has died or whether he's still alive when Jesus comes. It says we all go up together and meet the Lord in the air
and we will go through the space until we reach the Holy City, New Jerusalem where our mansions have been
prepared. And you know we'll be there 1000 years. That's what it says in Revelation 20. That's a long vacation.
You know sometimes I see on the television that you can take a vacation to Hawaii and you can take a friend with
you and you can stay there maybe for two weeks but this is a long vacation. It's 1000 years and then we will be
able to have a return trip.

Now a return trip brings us back to this earth. In John the prophet says that he looked up into the Heavens and he
saw the Holy City coming down from God out of Heaven adorned like a bride waiting for her husband. And then
it says that that is the city that will be our home and we will go there to worship from one sabbath to another.
From one new moon to another. We'll go there to worship the Lord. We'll have space travel throughout eternity
and you won't have to wear a spacesuit. We'll have an opportunity to see the world created all over again because
Peter says that the very elements of this earth will melt with fervant heat and so everything will be melted down
and the holy city will come down and we'll have a ring side seat.

We can sit on the walls of the city and swing our feet and look down and see everything of the six days of
creation all over again. We'll see that the light is brought on to the earth on the first day and then there's the waters
that are everywhere on the second day and then on the third day the grass and trees and vegetation appears and on
the fourth day the sun is seen in the sky and the moon and the stars. Not that God re-creates them all but we see
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them all again. There'll be a family reunion. This is another thing we're going to get. We're going to see people
that we have lost. Mothers and fathers, brothers and sisters, and it will go back to grandfathers and
great-grandfathers and goes all the way back to Adam. The whole family will be reunited. And that will be a
beautiful thing.

You know we each have guardian angels that keep us from many dangers. We're going to get to meet them, to
know who they were and we will have the companionship of angels. And of those of other worlds, now in
Hebrews it says that Jesus was the creator of many worlds. The word is plural. Worlds. So there are other worlds
out there where there is no sin, no problem, no difficulty like we have here. But through the ages they have looked
at the handiwork of God and have learned many things and they will share with us the beauties of the things they
have learned. [silence]

Everything that was lost in the Garden of Eden when man fell in sin will be restored. His dominion will be
restored. His power to rule over the things of this earth never over other men but over the things of the earth so
that he can do with them as he sees fit. And we'll wear - we won't have a problem knowing what we're going to
wear because we're told that we will be given a garment of light. It won't wear out and there will be eternal social
security.

There will never be a time when we'll be in want. There is an assurance that sin will never raise again and in
Revelation it even says that those who are faithful to God will sit with him on his throne and as he rules the
universe I really don't know what we will do there on his throne but it is very interesting that we will sit there with
him on the throne. There will be the holy spirit that dwells in man. Man was made like a vessel, a dish, a container
and the holy spirit was intended to rule within him or to be in him to give him a sense of peace and joy and
happiness and that is what will be there.

There will be the fellowship with Jesus Christ who made it all possible. And there will be complete victory over
all trouble and difficulty. We will have access to the tree of life. We'll eat the fruit of it every month and there'll
be total freedom from all kinds of evil such as pain and illness and difficulty and fears of all manner of things. It
will be a beautiful existence and that is what God's people will be told when they hear the voice of God that rolls
around the earth and God's people will stand listening with their faces turned upward and their faces will glow
like the face of Moses when he came down from Mount Sinai and had been with God for 40 days and the people
said cover your face with a veil because it's too bright. We can't look on it.

And so the wicked will not be able to torment or give difficulty to God's people. But instead they will see their
shining the shining faces and will worship them. They will fall down and worship them and finally Jesus will be
seen coming in the clouds of Heaven. [silence] The things revealed to Daniel were afterward complimented by
Revelation. These two books should be carefully studied. And then there is a quotation of the scripture that
includes the 1335 days and I'm taking that from Testimonies to Ministers page 114 The Guide For Ministers. All
right. I'm going to ask the Lord to bless our study and all five of the presentations. [music]

Heavenly Father, we thank thee for all that you have done for us. You have given us a glimpse of what is waiting
for those who are faithful to you. And we pray that you will give us hearts that are willing to be led into your
study of your word and that we might enjoy and have the blessings there in. We just ask for the holy spirit to
come and rule in our lives. We ask all of these things in Jesus precious name. Amen.

[music] [music] [music] [music] [music] [music] [music] [music] [music] [music] [music] [music] [music]
[music] [music] [music] [music] [music]
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